Redox responsive albumin autogenic nanoparticles for the delivery of cancer drugs.
The present study explores preparation and characterization of redox sensitive albumin autogenic nanoparticles (ANPs) for drug delivery applications. Human serum albumin nanoparticles are prepared by desolvation method. The particles are stabilized through self-crosslinking and no external stabilizers are involved in the preparation. ANPs are then subjected to Camptothecin (CPT) drug loading. Experiments on in vitro and in vivo release profile, cytotoxic and cytocompatability, hemocompatability, blood clearance, tracking and bio imaging are studied in detail. The redox sensitive and drug release properties of ANPs studied in the presence of glutathione. Results on the physical, chemical and instrumental characterization warrant the property of the nanoparticles. ANPs obtained in the present study is biocompatible, biodegradable, effectively entangle the chosen drug, release the drug in the controlled manner, sensitive to reducing environment, nil toxicity and appreciable uptake by cells. In the current scenario on the requirement of a drug carrier with redox sensitive property to encounter cancer cells, the results of the present study on albumin nanoparticles with redox sensitivity is smart and pave the way in the cancer therapeutics.